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Abstract 10 

This paper presents the development of a rule-based energy management control strategy suitable for isolated 11 

diesel power-plants equipped with a battery energy storage system for peak load shaving. The proposed control strategy 12 

includes the generator scheduling strategy and peak load leveling scheme based on current microgrid active and reactive 13 

power requirements. In order to investigate the potentials for fuel expenditure reduction, 30 days-worth of microgrid power 14 

flow data has been collected on an isolated land-based oil drilling rig powered by a diesel generator power-plant, characterized 15 

by highly-variable active and reactive load profiles due to intermittent engagements and disengagements of high-power 16 

electric machinery such as top-drive, draw-works and mud-pump motors. The analysis has indicated that by avoiding the 17 

low-power operation of individual generators and by providing the peak power requirements (peak shaving) from a 18 

dedicated energy storage system, the power-plant fuel efficiency may be notably improved. An averaged power flow 19 

simulation model has been built, comprising the proposed rule-based power flow control strategy and the averaged model of a 20 

suitably sized battery energy storage system equipped with grid-tied power converter and state-of-charge control system. The 21 

effectiveness of the proposed rule-based strategy has been evaluated by means of computer simulation analysis based on 22 

drilling rig microgrid active and reactive power data recorded during the 30 day period. The analysis has indicated that fuel 23 

consumption of thus modified drilling rig diesel generator power-plant can be reduced by about 12% compared to current 24 

practice in the field relying on human operator-based decision making, which would also result in proportional reduction of 25 

carbon-dioxide emissions. Finally, the analysis has also shown that the return-of-investment period for the considered battery 26 

energy storage system might be between one and two years depending on the power-plant utilization (duty) ratio. 27 

Keywords: Oil drilling rig microgrid; Diesel power-plant; fuel efficiency; energy management; battery energy storage; 28 

return-of-investment period. 29 
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1. Introduction 1 

Meeting the society’s energy needs, which are still being predominantly accommodated from fossil fuel sources, has 2 

become a paramount task for energy policy makers due to fluctuating oil and gas prices. Even though rising oil and gas 3 

prices stimulate new reserves discovery and their enhanced recovery [1], the non-renewable nature of those resources 4 

mandate that at certain point their peak production potential is going to be reached [2]. Hence, numerous efforts have been 5 

undertaken by major oil/gas industries in order to improve the efficiency of the complete hydrocarbon production chain from 6 

exploration (drilling), through extraction and crude product transportation, and final processing and refining, as indicated by 7 

recent sustainability reports published by Statoil [3] and British Petroleum [4]. The aforementioned efforts may include 8 

system-wide measures aimed at reducing the overall carbon footprint by means of fugitive methane emissions mitigation 9 

strategies [5], and adopting low-carbon technologies such as carbon capture and off-shore wind [3], thus improving the 10 

respective stakeholders’ carbon trade balance. Making use of drilling technologies advances [6] has also been recognized as 11 

a potential factor in increasing oilfield production capacities and drilling operation cost-effectiveness. The aforementioned 12 

practices should be augmented at the operational (production) level by adopting appropriate energy efficiency improvement 13 

measures, such as drilling facility power-plant waste heat capture and energy storage [7], which can facilitate notable fuel 14 

savings and carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions reductions on off-shore drilling rigs. Since the current number of readily 15 

available land-based drilling rigs exceeds the number of those for off-shore drilling operations approximately four-fold [8], it 16 

would also be worthwhile to investigate land-based rigs’ fuel expenditure and CO2 emissions reduction potentials via 17 

appropriate energy management strategies. 18 

The schematic layout of the land-based oil drilling rig alternating-current (AC) microgrid is illustrated in Fig. 1. It is 19 

typically powered by a diesel generator-based power-plant [9], and characterized by high-magnitude load variations due to 20 

frequent engagement and variable-power operation of mud pumps, draw-works hoist and “top-drive” drilling electrical 21 

machines. In addition, the drilling rig microgrid may be characterized by high reactive power requirements, especially for 22 

“mature” drilling rig variable speed drives (VSD) utilizing thyristor-based power converters and series-excitation direct-23 

current (DC) machines [10] (see discussions in Sections 2 and 3). The aforementioned power variations, especially those 24 

occurring during drill-string fitting and drill bit exchange, borehole stabilization (via casings insertion and wall cementing), 25 

and directional drilling operations (see e.g. [9]), are typically covered by bringing additional generators on-line, which 26 

results in increased fuel expenditures. Hence, it would be worthwhile to analyze the operation of the drilling rig power-plant 27 

and adjacent microgrid for typical operating scenarios, in order to find appropriate measures for fuel expenditure reduction. 28 

These may include appropriate generator scheduling techniques and related microgrid hybridization in terms of including an 29 

additional electrical energy storage (dotted path in Fig. 1), which may also be used as a backup/emergency power source in 30 

case of power-plant shutdown. As indicated in [11], drilling rig power grid retrofitting and modernization measures typically 31 
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comprise a fraction of brand-new drilling rig cost, which might make these upgrades palatable to small-to-medium oil and 1 

gas drilling companies operating “mature” drilling equipment. 2 

 3 
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of a land-based oil-drilling rig. 5 
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Moreover, the aforementioned microgrid hybridization measures may also have a broader scope, because internal 7 

combustion (e.g. diesel) engine-based power-plants may account for up to 15% of the total installed capacity worldwide [12], 8 

either as primary power sources of isolated (islanded) power grids (such as oil drilling rig microgrid being the subject of case 9 

study herein), or as backup plants for essential businesses and services, such as hotels, airports, hospitals, and those industries 10 

that require reliable power at all times. Since the operation of diesel power-plant is typically associated with rather substantial 11 

fuel transportation costs [13], notable research efforts have been dedicated to optimization of diesel power-plant fuel efficiency. 12 

Recent research has shown that meta-heuristic search algorithms can be used to find the optimum number of generators [14] 13 

which minimizes the specific power plant fuel consumption. Due to their simplicity, rule-based control strategies are frequently 14 

used in real-time energy management applications aimed at coordination of multiple power sources, as shown for the case of an 15 

isolated AC microgrid based on a diesel power-plant and photovoltaic (PV) system supported by battery energy storage [15]. 16 
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Namely, the aforementioned energy management task is similar to hybrid electric vehicle power-plant control aimed at 1 

minimizing fuel consumption along with simultaneous coordination with the vehicle propulsion (drivetrain) [16], which can be 2 

facilitated by means of an appropriate rule-based control strategy [17]. Integration of renewable energy sources may offer 3 

additional benefits in terms of diesel-based isolated microgrid fuel efficiency improvement. An example of diesel power-plant 4 

integration with a hydro-accumulation power plant and battery energy storage has been presented in [13], wherein significant 5 

fuel expenditure reduction has been achieved. Similar economic benefits of augmenting the diesel power-plant with a wind 6 

turbine-based power source have been reported in [18]. Reference [19] presents the case of diesel power-plant equipped with 7 

battery energy storage and combination of PV and wind-based renewable energy sources with detailed analysis of battery life 8 

cycle costs and overall performance analysis of such a complex power system.  9 

In order to meet the required load leveling and peak shaving performance of such hybrid microgrids, suitable low-level 10 

control strategies, aimed at maintaining prescribed voltage and frequency of the AC microgrid are typically included within 11 

the battery energy storage system power converter [20]. Different energy storage and power converter topologies for 12 

microgrid auxiliary power supplies have been compared in [21]. Moreover, the battery energy storage system needs to be 13 

designed with sufficient energy storage capacity for the anticipated discharge regimes [22], while the grid-side power 14 

converter interface needs to be dimensioned based on the expected peak power demand [23]. The required storage capacity 15 

and choice of suitable battery technology is typically based on the analysis of time-varying load profiles [24]. A 16 

comprehensive statistical analysis of long-term available wind energy, presented in [25], has been used for the optimization 17 

of energy storage capacity within a standalone wind energy system. On the other hand, the short-term intermittence of 18 

available wind power in an isolated small-scale high-altitude wind energy system [26] has been analyzed and used for 19 

energy storage system dimensioning aimed at achieving steady energy delivery to the power grid. In the case of larger 20 

energy systems subject to daily and weekly power fluctuations, particular attention needs to be given to battery energy 21 

storage system capacity and power ratings [27]. On the other hand, the anticipated energy storage operating regimes, i.e. 22 

peak (pulsed) load leveling or steady power delivery, represent the key criteria for the choice of suitable battery energy 23 

storage technology [28]. These battery system design measures should also ensure that deep battery discharging operation 24 

would be prevented in order to avoid accelerated battery aging issues [29].  25 

Unsurprisingly, the aforementioned power system hybridization measures have started to appeal to oil/gas drilling and 26 

supporting enterprises, as well. One such example is the innovative diesel engine + fuel cell off-shore platform supply vessel 27 

design with clear fuel efficiency improvement potential [30]. Moreover, off-shore drilling facility power grid reliability and 28 

efficiency improvement through adopting hybrid AC/DC distribution systems have been analyzed in [31]. In that regard, on-29 

shore drilling rigs retrofitting with active power filters has been researched in [32] aimed at improving the grid power quality 30 

and reducing grid harmonics power losses. Additional efforts related to drilling operations efficiency improvement may also 31 

include harnessing the regenerative braking operation of the draw-works hoist drive during drill-string descending phase 32 
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[33]. However, inclusion of a dedicated peak shaving/load leveling battery energy storage system, and development of 1 

related hybrid power system control strategy aimed at oil drilling rig fuel efficiency improvement and carbon emission 2 

reduction have not been discussed in the available literature. 3 

To this end, this paper proposes a rule-based scheduling scheme for a diesel power-plant and a related energy 4 

management control strategy based on the utilization of an appropriate battery energy storage system for peak load 5 

shaving purposes. In particular, the hypothesis of this work is that by changing the manner of energy management in the 6 

isolated microgrid through the improvement in diesel generator turn-on/turn-off scheduling, along with the inclusion of 7 

sufficient-capacity battery energy storage system equipped with grid-tied inverter for peak load shaving purposes, a 8 

notable reduction of energy (diesel fuel) consumption and greenhouse gasses emissions can be achieved in comparison 9 

to current practices relying on human expert-based decision making. The basis for the control strategy design and 10 

corresponding energy storage system sizing has been obtained by analyzing the load profiles of the diesel generator 11 

power-plant within the isolated oil drilling rig AC microgrid, characterized by highly-variable active and reactive power 12 

requirements. The proposed energy management control strategy has been implemented in Matlab/Simulink simulation 13 

environment within a simplified power flow-based microgrid model. In comparison with previous research efforts in 14 

similar hybrid power systems, which have employed (i) dynamic cooperative control between microgrid power sources [20], 15 

(ii) meta-heuristic optimization applied to generator scheduling [14], and (iii) on-line optimization of battery state-of-charge 16 

and fuel consumption [16], the proposed energy management control strategy offers some distinct advantages. Namely, it is 17 

characterized by simple implementation and straightforward tuning, due to its being based on purely algebraic calculations 18 

of additional (peak shaving) microgrid power requirements. Moreover, it is characterized by modularity and hierarchical 19 

structure, wherein the microgrid power demand is determined by the higher-level power allocation rule-based strategy, 20 

which assigns the required number of generators on-line and commands the battery energy storage system discharging 21 

during peak power demand intervals. Finally, the proposed simulation model utilizing field data recorded under realistic 22 

operating and load conditions may be useful for the assessment of fuel savings and return-of-investment period for diesel 23 

power-plants employing an additional energy storage system, along with the associated CO2 emission reduction potentials. 24 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the land based drilling rig facility and provides key description and 25 

parameters of main drilling rig microgrid loads. The proposed diesel generator-based microgrid control methodology has 26 

been outlined in Sections 3 and 4, wherein Section 3 presents the results of analysis of microgrid power requirements and 27 

generator fuel expenditures, and related battery energy storage system sizing study, while Section 4 presents the rule-based 28 

generator scheduling control strategy incorporating the peak shaving based on battery energy storage system power flow 29 

control, and battery state-of-charge control system design. Section 5 presents the results of simulation verification of the 30 

proposed energy management control strategy, along with the related discussion on the estimated diesel fuel expenditure and 31 
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CO2 emission reduction, and battery energy storage system effectiveness and the expected return-of-investment period. The 1 

main results and conclusions are summarized in Section 6, which also provides guidelines for future work. 2 

 3 

2. Facility operation overview 4 

The particular land-based oil drilling rig, depicted by the schematic representation in Fig. 1, is powered by diesel 5 

engine-based synchronous generator power-plant comprising four generator units. Individual generators intended for 6 

supplying the local 600V/50 Hz three-phase AC electrical microgrid are rated with apparent power SN = 875 kVA and power 7 

factor cosN = 0.8 (700 kW/525 kVAr nominal active and reactive power), and 1000 rpm rated speed [34]. The drilling rig 8 

microgrid is characterized by numerous high-power loads, such as electrical drives powering dual drilling fluid (drilling 9 

mud) pumps, drilling hoist (draw-works) electrical drive, top-drive speed-controlled drilling motor and drilling mud 10 

processing plant. The draw-works and mud-pump speed-controlled electrical drives are mature DC drives equipped with 11 

thyristor-based AC/DC power converters, where the draw-works drive (750 kW rated power) is based on a separately-12 

excited DC machine, while each dual mud pump drive is powered by two series-excitation DC machines with 660 kW 13 

power ratings. Finally, the drilling motor within the top-drive needs to facilitate high-power and low-speed operation in 14 

excess of 600 kW, typically operating below 250 rpm. A variable speed drive (VSD) based on AC or DC electric motor is 15 

typically used for that purpose, thus facilitating favorable dynamics and straightforward implementation of advanced drilling 16 

control functions such as drill-string torsional vibrations active damping system (see e.g. [35] and references therein).  17 

During normal drilling operations, characterized by approximately constant drilling motor and mud pump drive load 18 

and draw-works operating at low-power settings, the power plant load is rather low and does not vary significantly, so a 19 

reduced number of generators (typically two for redundancy purposes) can provide the drilling rig power supply (see 20 

discussion in next section). On the other hand, under unfavorable operating conditions, such as in the case of emphasized 21 

drill-bit stick-slip motion and directional drilling operations, the top drive load significantly increases due to high-magnitude 22 

torsional vibrations and increase in drill-string vs. borehole sidewall interactions. Moreover, borehole rimming, casings 23 

insertion and drill bit exchange need to be periodically performed in order to improve the drilling process quality and ensure 24 

safe operation [9], consequently resulting in increased power plant load variations due to draw-works hoist being 25 

intermittently loaded near full power. Finally, the speed-controlled series DC motor-based pump drives operating at the 26 

fraction of rated power can be characterized by predominant reactive power requirements with respect to AC grid [36]. 27 

Hence, in order to avoid AC grid frequency or voltage instability under aforementioned harsh microgrid operating regimes, 28 

additional generators are brought on-line and operated near or above the optimal power factor (cos  0.8) in the case of 29 

predominant active power requirement, while in the reactive power-intensive scenarios the power factor may be reduced 30 

well below the rated value (cos < 0.8) by means of increased generator excitation.  31 
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3. Results of field data analysis 1 

This section presents the results of drilling rig AC microgrid load profile recording over a 30-day period, and illustrates 2 

specific load behavior for different operating regimes. Based on the analysis of averaged power-plant output, and assuming 3 

ample energy storage capacity during peak power requirements, the minimum number of generators is determined under 4 

“ideal” load preview conditions. These results are then used to assess the potential for diesel fuel savings, and as a basis for 5 

the configuration and sizing of the dedicated battery-based energy storage system. 6 

 7 

3.1. Illustration of microgrid load variability 8 

Drilling rig microgrid data have been continuously collected with a sampling rate of 0.2 Hz (sampling period T = 5 s) 9 

over the 30-day period characterized by directional drilling operations at depths below 1850 m. This resulted in about 10 

518400 data points per individual recorded microgrid variable, covering a wide range of drilling rig microgrid load 11 

variations and operating regimes. Data collection included key variables from dedicated control units of power-plant 12 

generators and major loads, which were connected to the mutual ProfiBus network, and an industrial PC computer running 13 

proprietary data acquisition software used as signal acquisition platform. The collected data included diesel generator power-14 

plant key electrical quantities, i.e. statuses of individual generators (on-line or turned off), and individual generator line 15 

voltage and current, and power factor. The electrical quantities (voltage/current) of all major loads, i.e. mud pumps, draw-16 

works and top drive drilling motor electrical drives have been measured as respective DC values at individual power 17 

converters’ DC link sides.  18 

Figure 2 shows the key recorded electrical data for the diesel generator power-plant (top row), mud pump electrical 19 

drives (mid row) and draw-works hoist and top drive drilling motor (bottom row) over a 48 hour period of directional 20 

(slanted) drilling operations during which the drilling rig has been subjected to the following regimes: (i) drilling (time-21 

stamps from 30 to 43 h), (ii) drilling with periodic bore-hole rimming, characterized by low-power top drive operation and 22 

high-power intermittent draw-works hoist operation intervals (time-stamps from 43 to 64h), and predominant drilling with 23 

sporadic draw-works engagement for borehole rimming purposes (time stamps from 64 to 78h). The results in Fig. 2 24 

confirm that the diesel power plant is subjected to highly variable loads during rimming operations, i.e. when the draw-25 

works drive intermittently operates under high load. During regular drilling (draw-works is under low load), the drilling rig 26 

microgrid is also characterized by quasi-steady-state load, which is largely due to top-drive operating at approximately 27 

constant load, and rather large steady load produced by mud pumps. During the observed period, typically three generators 28 

have been operational under high load conditions corresponding to drilling and mud pump constant-power operation, with 29 

the average power-plant power factor close to the rated value (cos = 0.8). On the contrary, during rimming operations, 30 

wherein the draw-works is predominantly used (with pumps off-line), two diesel generators have been able to support the 31 
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local power grid, which has been subjected to notable reactive power requirement from the thyristor-based draw-works drive 1 

power converter. This mandated generator operation at power factor values lower than rated ones, especially emphasized for 2 

generator unit SG1 during rimming operations (see 42 – 66h interval in Fig. 2). Moreover, it can also be observed that for 3 

the particular example all generators have been operating well below their rated power, even during peak power loads. 4 

 5 

 6 

Figure 2. Synchronous generator apparent power and power factor, and mud pump, top drive and draw-works voltage and 7 

current measurements during 48 h of directional drilling operation of drilling rig in question. 8 
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3.2. Power-plant load and energy storage requirement analysis 10 

Based on the aforementioned insights, it would be of interest to analyze the average and peak power requirement of the 11 

drilling rig microgrid over the whole 30-days worth field data, in order to reveal the possibilities for improvement of the 12 

diesel power-plant operation in terms of better utilization of individual generators’ operating range. For this purpose, 13 

microgrid apparent, active and reactive power measurements have been averaged by an adaptive Kalman filter [37], which is 14 

characterized by favorable tracking ability and good suppression of steady-state “noise” (see Appendix A).  15 

Figure 3 shows the comparative instantaneous and averaged apparent, active and reactive power traces over the observed 16 

30-day (720 h) period, as well as the actual number of running generators in the field. The power traces in Fig. 3 indicate that 17 

the drilling rig is subject to relatively large power demands (apparent power demand frequently reaches 2 MVA), and large 18 

and prolonged instantaneous power variations with respect to comparative averaged power traces, which, in the case of 19 

reactive power demand, may periodically fluctuate up to 1 MVAr for up to 30 h. The histogram plots (distributions) of active, 20 
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reactive and apparent power and number of actually running power-plant generators in Fig. 3 additionally confirm that the 1 

presented data cover for a relatively wide range of power-plant (microgrid) power demands associated with different number 2 

of generators on-line. It can also be noted that a notable portion of microgrid operating regimes is characterized with either a 3 

rather high or rather low load, with median loads being somewhat less represented in the overall data set. This further 4 

confirms that the microgird load is rather variable in nature and can take on a wide range of active/reactive power values. 5 

Averaged microgrid apparent power may provide a good insight into the steady power demand, so these data may be 6 

used to ascertain the minimum number of generators required for the grid quasi-steady-state load. Since grid power 7 

variations, especially large peak loads, may result in grid voltage and frequency instability, it is assumed that any peak load 8 

demands beyond the generator ratings would be eventually dealt with by an appropriately sized energy storage system 9 

(Section 4). Moreover, it is assumed that in the aforementioned hypothetical scenario all generators would be operating with 10 

the same power factor value, wherein the reactive and active power delivery to the grid may be provided up to individual 11 

generator active and reactive power ratings. This straightforward rule-based generator control strategy should be easily 12 

implementable because synchronous generators’ active and reactive power controls are effectively decoupled through diesel 13 

engine power output (at grid frequency-fixed engine speed), and generator excitation control action. 14 

Based on the above assumptions, the number of generators required to cover for the averaged apparent microgrid load 15 

can be estimated as the ratio between the averaged microgrid power demand (obtained from generator field data) and 16 

individual generator apparent power rating SN, rounded towards the larger integer (ceiling) value: 17 
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where N = 4 is the number of power-plant generators, i = 1 … 4 is the generator number (SG1 … SG4 in Fig. 1), and )(kSi  19 

is the averaged value of i-th generator apparent power at k-th time step (time instant t = kT). 20 

The number of generators required to deal with the averaged microgrid apparent power load, estimated according to (1), 21 

is also shown in Fig. 3. The result clearly indicates that it would be possible to operate the drilling rig microgrid with a 22 

reduced number of generators (up to two less generators running) and with similar number of generator switch-on/switch-off 23 

events (around 30) when compared to the current practice in the field. Moreover, by reducing the number of generators the 24 

useful generator power range would be better utilized, instead of the empirical scheme implemented in the field, wherein 25 

individual generators are frequently operated at the fraction of their nominal power (cf. Fig. 2 and related discussion). 26 

However, in order to implement the proposed generator scheduling scheme, it would be necessary to supply the excess 27 

power (load) from the adequate energy storage system with sufficient active and reactive power delivery capacity. Hence, it 28 

is also crucial to analyze the peak active, reactive, and apparent power profiles obtained by using the aforementioned 29 

generator scheduling scheme. Based on the assumption that individual generators may be loaded up to their respective active 30 
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and reactive power ratings, the excess power (i.e. peak loads) which would not be supplied by the previously determined 1 

minimum number of generators ( SGN̂ ) is estimated as follows: 2 
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where P, Q, and S are microgrid total active, reactive and apparent excess power demands with respect to minimum 6 

number of required generators, Pi and Qi (i = 1 … 4) are instantaneous active and reactive power requirements obtained 7 

from field data, and PN and QN are individual generator active and reactive power ratings (Section 2). 8 
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Figure 3. Instantaneous and averaged power delivery of the diesel generator power-plant and number of running generators 10 

for the observed 30-day period, and corresponding histograms (distributions), along with theoretical number of generators 11 

required if energy storage system is used. 12 
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Top plot in Fig. 4 shows the microgrid excess power profiles estimated according to expressions (2) – (4) assuming a 1 

reduced number of generators according to (1). It is apparent that under the observed microgrid load conditions, the excess 2 

load with reduced number of running generators would be predominantly due to observed large variations of the reactive 3 

power. This is further confirmed by excess active, reactive and apparent power histograms, shown in bottom plots in Fig. 4. 4 

Namely, cumulative durations of excess reactive power requirements Q are approximately four-fold larger than respective 5 

durations of active power P requirements, and, hence, reactive power excess Q predominates within the estimated excess 6 

apparent power S. Moreover, excess apparent power S, which would need to be covered by the energy storage system 7 

(apparent power limit) does not exceed 0.6 MVA, while the active power requirements (related to energy storage capacity 8 

and discharge duration) reach up to 0.4 MW.  9 

Figure 5 shows the energy discharge requirements during active power peak loads shown in Fig. 4. In particular, 72 10 

distinct discharging events have been indicated which might be used to assess the prospective energy storage system 11 

capacity (Section 4). The results show that for the considered excess active loads, the energy storage would have to provide 12 

up to Wmax = 94 kWh of energy storage capacity in the worst-case scenario considered in this analysis. Durations of 13 

individual requested discharge events, also shown in Fig. 5, indicate that the required discharge duration of the energy 14 

storage system would not exceed one hour for the considered generator rule-based scheduling scenario. 15 

 16 

Figure 4. Traces of excess power requirements from the energy storage system, and power vs. time duration histograms for 17 

the observed 30-day period of drilling rig operation.  18 

 19 

Since electrochemical batteries are considered for energy storage, deep discharges should be avoided in order to prolong 20 

the battery energy storage system useful cycle life [29], which is typically inversely proportional to the average depth-of-21 
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discharge during battery calendar life. Hence, the aforementioned energy storage requirement Wmax should be augmented in 1 

the following way [26]:  2 
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in order to ensure that the battery state-of-charge  would be kept above the predefined minimum value min even during the 4 

worst-case discharging scenario, thus effectively limiting the battery depth-of-discharge  for the anticipated discharge 5 

regimes: 6 

minmax   1 . (6) 7 

 8 

Figure 5. Hypothetical energy storage system discharge requirements. 9 
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3.3. Estimated power-plant fuel consumption  11 

Generator active power output vs. fuel consumption rate relationship shown in Fig. 6 has been used for the purpose of 12 

evaluating the power-plant fuel consumption. The fuel rate characteristic (solid curve in left-hand-side plot in Fig. 6) has 13 

been obtained by interpolating the diesel generator manufacturer’s data [34] (denoted by “*” symbols) by a cubic 14 

polynomial curve. Since fuel consumption rate data near idling point (P = 0) were not provided by the manufacturer, the 15 

cubic interpolation characteristic has been extrapolated towards zero, where it exhibits a more pronounced curvature 16 

compared to higher generator output power settings. This corresponds to the increase of specific fuel consumption rate at 17 

low output power, as illustrated in right-hand side plot in Fig. 6, which is in agreement with the results reported in [14]. 18 

Since higher specific fuel consumption can be expected during generator low power operation and vice versa, it would 19 

be sensible to avoid generator operation at low active power output. 20 

The results of estimation of cumulative fuel consumption for individual generators and the estimated overall power-21 

plant fuel consumption† based on generator power output data are shown in Fig. 7. The output active power and cumulative 22 

                                                 
† Being subject to confidentiality restrictions, the actual drilling rig fuel expenditures could not be released. 
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fuel consumption estimates (top and middle plot in Fig. 7) show that generators SG1 through SG3 have been periodically 1 

cycled in order to achieve approximately the same levels of utilization, presumably to meet approximately the same 2 

maintenance cycle requirements (see e.g. [38]). On the other hand, the fourth generator (SG4) utilization has been about half 3 

the utilization of SG1 – SG3 during the observed 30-day period. By summing up the individual contributions of generators 4 

SG1 – SG4, the overall power-plant estimated fuel consumption at the end of 30-day period has amounted to 146.73 m3 of 5 

diesel fuel. The aforementioned cumulative fuel consumption is going to be used as a benchmark for the power-plant energy 6 

management system simulation analysis presented in the next section. 7 

 8 

 9 

Figure 6. Diesel generator fuel consumption rate data and specific consumption obtained from manufacturer [34], with 10 

cubic polynomial-based approximation curve suitable for fuel consumption estimation.  11 

 12 

 13 

Figure 7. Comparative generator active power traces, and estimates of individual generator and overall power-plant fuel 14 

consumption over the 30-day period. 15 
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3.4. Proposed battery energy storage system arrangement, parameterization and costs 1 

Due to specific requirements of land-based drilling rigs, the energy storage system ought to be robust, compact and 2 

easily transportable, and characterized by inherently high operational safety. Since automotive batteries intended for electric 3 

vehicle use ought to satisfy the aforementioned requirements as well [39], a suitably chosen automotive battery technology 4 

can be adopted for the proposed application. The lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePO4) battery technology currently represents a 5 

promising choice in terms of high power density and operational safety, while also being characterized by relatively 6 

moderate costs with respect to energy storage capacity [39]. Moreover, these batteries are also characterized by rather high 7 

durability in terms of battery cycle life as reported in [40]. In particular, over 2000 charging/discharging cycles can be 8 

achieved with 80% average depth-of-discharge per cycle during useful service life according to manufacturer’s data [41]. 9 

Assuming the aforementioned worst-case scenario with 80% battery depth-of-discharge (min = 20%), for the considered 10 

maximum observed discharge requirement Wmax of 94 kWh, the adjusted battery energy storage capacity according to (5) 11 

would equal Wst = 117.5 kWh.  12 

The considered battery system would also need to be equipped with as suitably sized three-phase power converter 13 

(inverter) in order to enable battery connection and power supply to the drilling rig AC microgrid. Figure 8 shows the 14 

prospective energy storage system arrangement, comprising a battery (denoted by its equivalent electric circuit) directly 15 

connected to the DC link of the three-phase two-level switching inverter [23] equipped with grid-side harmonic LCL filter 16 

[43], which is required to reduce the total harmonic distortion (THD) due to inverter switching action to an acceptable level, 17 

and, thus, to provide favorable quality of the power delivered to the drilling rig microgrid [32]. In addition, the grid inverter 18 

may also include a neutral line balancing control system in the case of perceptible load asymmetry conditions [43]. The 19 

power flow control system within the inverter is typically implemented in the so-called grid synchronous (d-q) reference 20 

frame (see e.g. [23]). In this way, controlled delivery of energy storage system reactive power QESS to the grid can be fully-21 

decoupled from the active power flow PESS bidirectional control (needed for periodic battery recharging after peak active 22 

load-related discharging events). The active and reactive power references during peak load events can be calculated within 23 

the framework of voltage/frequency droop control [42], while the corresponding low-level current control can be based on 24 

respective direct (d) and quadrature (q) proportional-integral current controllers [43].  25 

For the aforementioned battery capacity requirement of 117.5 kWh, the battery system specific cost is estimated in [44] 26 

to 850 EUR/kWh, which amounts to approximately 100000 EUR for the particular battery system. Note, however, that the 27 

actual cell costs would amount to about half of the aforementioned cost, whereas the remainder would include battery 28 

management system (BMS) power electronics and control hardware, as well as battery housing, thermal management 29 

system, wiring and various accessories [39]. The aforementioned battery management and diagnostics systems and 30 
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auxiliaries are essential for correct battery system operation under rather harsh exploitation conditions encountered in 1 

automotive and electrical power system applications [45]. 2 

 3 

 4 

Figure 8. Principal schematic of battery-based energy storage system equipped with three-phase grid power converter 5 

(inverter) suitable for peak load shaving application.  6 

 7 

The inverter apparent power rating requirement of 0.6 MVA, obtained by the peak load analysis in previous subsection, 8 

has been used to estimate the inverter cost. According to [44], the median battery inverter specific cost for lithium battery 9 

applications is estimated to 125 EUR/kVA of installed inverter power, which results in power inverter investment costs of 10 

75000 EUR for a 0.6 MVA system. Finally, additional 19 EUR/kVA per year would be required for the operational and 11 

maintenance costs for the considered energy storage system [44], which results in additional cost of 11400 EUR/year. 12 

Hence, for the anticipated 10-year life span of LiFePO4 battery, also indicated in [44], the initial cost estimate of 175000 13 

EUR (battery + inverter cost) would have to be adjusted by additional 11400 EUR annually, finally reaching 289000 EUR at 14 

the end of expected 10-year battery calendar life. 15 

Regarding the inverter operational requirements, the sustained active power delivery is mainly affected by the battery 16 

power rating and its respective discharge energy capacity [19]. On the other hand, the reactive output power QESS is cycled 17 

between the AC grid and the sufficiently-sized DC link capacitor, whose capacitance Cdc needs to satisfy the following 18 

inequality condition [46]: 19 
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where SESS,n is the inverter apparent power rating, fgrid is the grid voltage frequency, Udc is DC link average voltage (equal to 21 

battery terminal voltage), and Udc is the acceptable magnitude of DC link voltage ripple. Moreover, the DC link voltage 22 

magnitude Udc which facilitates grid power delivery with minimum voltage distortion (under symmetric load conditions) is 23 

determined based on the following inequality condition with respect to voltage modulation index M [47]: 24 
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where Uph is the peak value of sinusoidal phase voltage reference, and UL,rms is the related line voltage RMS value. For the 1 

drilling rig microgrid line voltage RMS rating of 600 V (Section 2) the DC link voltage lower limit of 850 V is obtained 2 

herein. The above condition also determines the minimum required battery terminal voltage during discharging operation.  3 

The battery system configuration in this work has been based on the 3.2V/100Ah LiFePO4 battery cell [41]. Figure 9 4 

shows the static characteristics of battery equivalent circuit parameters for a single LiFePO4 battery cell with respect to cell 5 

state-of-charge: 6 

 dti
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where Qb is the battery charge capacity, and qb is the accumulated battery charge. 8 

The above characteristics have been recorded by means of suitable test setup in [48]. The experimentally-recorded open 9 

circuit voltage Uoc and equivalent internal resistance Rs (comprising ohmic resistance and steady-state polarization effects) 10 

have rather flat characteristics for a wide range of battery cell state-of-charge , except for a deeply discharged and fully-11 

charged cell, where more prominent state-of-charge variations are observed.  12 

Assuming battery configuration as a series-connected string and also taking into account that cell idling terminal voltage 13 

ucell would be larger than 3.2 V (Fig. 9) over the wide range of cell state-of-charge, the following inequality condition can be 14 

used to determine the number of battery cells Ncell required for the target battery storage capacity Wst: 15 
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which yields Ncell  367 cells for Wst = 117.5 kWh. Based on the chosen number of cells Ncell = 370 and the open-circuit 17 

voltage characteristic in Fig. 9, the maximum and minimum idling DC link voltage values are estimated to 1258 V and 1073 18 

V, respectively. The latter result, being 25% larger than the minimum DC link voltage obtained according to (8), indicates 19 

that favorable quality of inverter AC output voltage modulation may be expected in practical applications. 20 

 21 

Figure 9. Recorded open-circuit voltage and total internal resistance static characteristics of chosen 3.2V/100 Ah LiFePO4 22 

battery cell within prospective battery energy storage system. 23 
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4. ESS-based microgrid energy management control system 1 

This section outlines the proposed energy management control strategy for the drilling rig microgrid, which includes the 2 

generator scheduling and power flow distribution, and the charging/discharging control of the considered battery energy 3 

storage system, which have been included within the overall averaged microgrid simulation model aimed at analyzing the 4 

microgrid power flows. 5 

 6 

4.1. Energy management control system outline 7 

The principal block diagram of the considered drilling rig microgrid energy management system based on the battery 8 

energy storage system outlined in previous section is shown in Fig .10. The overall control strategy comprises the diesel 9 

generator power-plant rule-based control strategy for the purpose of determining the required number of generators based on 10 

averaged active and reactive power demands, supplied from the suitably tuned adaptive averaging filter (previous section). 11 

Based on the number of running generators and instantaneous active and reactive power demand (field data), the rule-based 12 

power-plant control strategy distributes the grid load between the active power-plant generators and the energy storage 13 

system. 14 

Since battery energy storage system needs to be periodically charged from the grid, it needs to be equipped with a 15 

suitable state-of-charge controller which commands appropriate power demand to the grid converter. This charging 16 

command and battery state-of-charge also need to be made available to the rule-based control strategy, so that the power-17 

plant would be able to provide the battery charging power in the case when battery state-of-charge becomes too low. 18 

Otherwise, the battery energy storage system might become over-discharged if frequent discharging requests are 19 

commanded, which would result in energy storage aging and cycle life reduction, as discussed in Section 3. Battery charging 20 

or discharging command is enabled by the superimposed-level rule-based control strategy and forwarded to the battery 21 

energy storage system power converter which facilitates the bidirectional active power flow with respect to battery system, 22 

along with supplying the drilling rig microgrid with required peak reactive power. 23 

The dynamic equations within the simulation model in Fig. 10 (e.g. those corresponding to the battery energy storage 24 

system) are solved by using the fourth-order variable-step Runge-Kutta integration method, implemented within 25 

Matlab/Simulink environment with relative and absolute tolerances of 10-3 and 10-6, respectively, which should result in 26 

favorable model precision. Since the time resolution of the simulation model inputs (microgrid active and reactive power 27 

requirements in Fig. 10) was predetermined by the field data collection system sampling period (T = 5 s), the model input 28 

data between sampling instants are linearly interpolated in time in order to provide for smooth simulation model inputs. 29 
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 1 

Figure 10. Principal block diagram of drilling rig AC microgrid energy management system simulation model.  2 

 3 

4.2. Power-plant rule-based control scheme 4 

Figure 11 shows the proposed superimposed rule-based control scheme comprising a generator scheduling control logic 5 

and straightforward power-plant generator demand management based on the requirement of even active and reactive load 6 

distribution between generators that are currently on-line (see Section 3). The control strategy may also be extended with the 7 

on-line open-loop estimation of the power-plant fuel consumption based on the generator fuel consumption map (Fig. 6) and 8 

power-plant active power monitoring. 9 

The required number of power-plant generators is determined by using a switching logic based on the averaged 10 

grid apparent power demand calculated from the averaged active and reactive power demands (bottom portion of Fig. 11 

11). Namely, the averaged apparent power is compared with the available apparent power from the number of generators 12 

NSG currently in operation. If the generator upper switching threshold is reached or if the battery is currently operating at 13 

rather low state-of-charge levels (low  threshold), the number of required generators is incremented by one, thus ultimately 14 

increasing the power-plant output power needed for the grid power supply, and also facilitating timely battery recharging 15 

(see e.g. [17]), wherein a higher value of low- threshold would correspond to a more conservative battery management, and 16 

vice versa. On the other hand, if the battery is close to fully-charged state or the power-plant averaged apparent power is 17 

rather low with respect to potentially available apparent power NSGSN from the generators currently on-line, the number of 18 

generators is decreased by one. It should be noted that the generator turn on/turn off switching logic also incorporates a time 19 

delay in order to emulate realistic generator scheduling which requires generator starting up, bringing it up to grid-20 

synchronous speed and finally connecting it to the grid. The same delay may also be used to emulate gradual generator 21 

disengagement. The parameters of the proposed generator scheduling switching logic are listed in Table 1. 22 

 23 
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 1 

Figure 11. Block diagram of power-plant rule-based control strategy comprising generator turn-on/off logic with equal load 2 

distribution between active generators, and fuel consumption estimator based on generator fuel rate map. 3 

 4 

The power-plant active and reactive instantaneous power distribution strategy (shown in middle portion of Fig. 11) is 5 

based on the requirement that generators currently on-line can be loaded up to their active and reactive power ratings (PN and 6 

QN), with the additional condition that generator load should be distributed equally between currently active generators. This 7 

mandates that the total instantaneous active and apparent power-plant loads Ppl and Qpl are limited to NSGPN and NSGQN, 8 

respectively, while the active and reactive power peak loads with respect to instantaneous power demands‡ P and Q would 9 

be supplied by the battery energy storage system equipped with the grid-tied power converter (Fig. 8), and characterized by 10 

                                                 
‡ In practical applications, instantaneous grid active and reactive power requirements could be provided within the 

framework of supervisory grid voltage and frequency droop control (see. e.g. [43]) in combination with instantaneous 

diesel power-plant output measurement. 
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fast response. Note that in the above power-plant active power demand Pdem calculation the anticipated instantaneous grid 1 

active load P would need to be augmented by the battery energy storage charging power demand Pchg (with negative battery 2 

power corresponding to charging case, see Fig. 8). In this way, battery charging request could be accommodated by the 3 

power-plant, provided that charging would be enabled (ENchg flag in Fig. 11) based on the power-plant surplus active power 4 

availability (enabling logic block in Fig. 11). 5 

Finally, the control strategy may also include on-line estimation of cumulative power-plant fuel consumption VF (top of 6 

Fig. 11) based on the aforementioned condition of equal generator load distribution. In this way the open-loop fuel 7 

consumption estimation is further simplified because a single generator fuel consumption map can be used for the time-8 

integration (accumulation) of power-plant fuel rate input FV  in simulations. 9 

 10 

Table 1. Parameters of rule-based control strategy. 11 

Parameter: Value: 

Generator switching logic turn-on threshold  0.98SN 

Generator switching logic turn-off threshold 0.85SN 

Battery charging enable threshold 0.2PN 

High  threshold 0.85 

Low  threshold 0.65 (0.40) 

Generator turn on/turn off delay Td 3 minutes 

 12 

4.3. Battery charging/discharging control system 13 

Figure 12 represents the block diagram of the battery charging/discharging control system, which also includes the 14 

battery power flow-based dynamic model and power converter efficiency-based quasi-static model, also providing for the 15 

calculation of inverter line current RMS value IL based on the well-known apparent power vs. line voltage and current 16 

relationship ( LLESS IUS 3 ) under “stiff” grid line voltage UL conditions. As indicated in Figs. 10 and 11, battery 17 

discharging command (Pdis > 0) is forwarded from the superimposed power-plant rule-based energy management control 18 

system, which also automatically disables the battery charging controller during discharging power demands (ENchg flag is 19 

OFF in that case). Battery charging control is based on the proportional (P) type controller which commands appropriate 20 

charging power demand (P < 0), limited below the battery rated charging power (Psat = 80 kW herein). The state-of-charge 21 

P controller tuning has been aimed towards achieving a fast and well-damped closed-loop response, with the tuning 22 

procedure outlined in Appendix B. 23 
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For the purpose of simplicity, the energy storage system grid-tied converter has been modeled by using power converter 1 

efficiency static characteristic shown in Fig. 13. The efficiency characteristic grid(SESS) has been presented in the form of an 2 

efficiency map, as illustrated in [49]. The efficiency vs. apparent power map used herein is based on the results presented in 3 

[50], and extended to cover for the anticipated energy storage system apparent power range (S = 0.6 MVA). The grid 4 

converter apparent power SESS has been used as efficiency curve input parameter because it effectively determines power 5 

converter switching and conduction losses [51], and would thus also be able to accommodate for grid filter ohmic losses. 6 

Finally, the power converter model may also include the small power converter lag TL due to inner current control loop 7 

dynamics in order to account for realistic inverter output power transient effects.  8 

 9 

 10 

Figure 12. Block diagram representation of energy storage system charging/discharging control strategy, including grid 11 

inverter efficiency and line current RMS model, proportional-type state-of-charge controller and nonlinear power flow-based 12 

battery model. 13 

 14 

The battery power flow model in Fig. 12 is based on the battery state-of-charge definition (10) and battery output power 15 

equation Pb = ubib = Uocib – ib
2Rs (Fig. 8), which are used to build the following straightforward battery power flow-based 16 

model [16] suitable for prospective energy storage system simulation studies: 17 
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Figure 13. Grid inverter efficiency curve used in simulation analysis.  4 

 5 

5. Energy management strategy simulation results and cost-benefit analysis 6 

The power-plant energy management control strategy presented in Section 4 has been tested by means of simulations 7 

based on the grid load profiles from Section 3, for two distinct state-of-charge threshold settings related to battery recharging 8 

from the grid (Section 4). Based on fuel expenditure reduction capabilities of the proposed energy management system, the 9 

potentials for carbon-dioxide emissions reduction are estimated and battery ESS return-of-investment period is assessed. 10 

 11 

5.1. Simulation results 12 

The drilling rig AC microgrid power flow simulations have been carried out based on the simplified averaged power 13 

flow model whose overall layout and principal components have been described in Section 4, and illustrated by Figs. 10 – 14 

13. The high-frequency phenomena and microgrid voltage/current total harmonic distortion (THD), which are related to 15 

inverter switching operation, have not been analyzed herein, because a simplified inverter model based on efficiency maps 16 

and equivalent current control loop lag behavior has been used to facilitate simple and straightforward power-flow analysis. 17 

Figure 14 shows the results for the case of rather high low  threshold setting (0.65) from Table 1, which tends to bring 18 

additional generators on-line even when battery is only moderately discharged (battery-conserving energy management 19 

strategy). For this particular scenario, the energy management control strategy results in the ESS apparent power values 20 

within the considered grid inverter power ratings (SESS  0.6 MVA), with grid active power delivery from the battery of up to 21 

0.4 MW (top plots in Fig. 14). The considered battery-conserving energy management strategy also produces 78 generator 22 

turn-on/turn-off switching events, which is roughly 2.6 times more than in the “ideal” (load preview) case analyzed in 23 

Section 3. This increase in generator requirements is primarily due to additional requests for battery recharging when low 24 

state-of-charge is indicated (Fig. 11) and realistic energy storage system losses. 25 
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 1 

Figure 14. Grid inverter power delivery and comparative number of running generators, battery charging/discharging power 2 

demands, state-of-charge, terminal voltage and current rates, and fuel consumption results for battery-conserving energy 3 

management strategy. 4 

 5 

The middle plots in Fig. 14 indicate that the considered battery ESS is characterized by relatively small state-of-charge 6 

excursions from the target value R = 0.9 (chosen herein to avoid overcharging and associated aging issues [45]), which is 7 

commanded to the proposed state-of-charge controller and maintained during battery idling intervals. The superimposed 8 

energy management strategy, which provides the battery discharging command, also effectively prevents the battery state-9 

of-charge from dropping below 0.5. This is facilitated by aforementioned timely bringing of additional generators on-line for 10 

the purpose of battery recharging, which is beneficial from the standpoint of battery cycle life (see discussion in Section 3). 11 

The battery terminal voltage and current plots in Fig. 14 indicate that by using this strategy: (i) power converter DC link 12 

voltage would be kept above the minimum required value of 850 V for correct operation (Section 4), and (ii) the discharging 13 

current is within the acceptable load envelope for the particular battery, which can accommodate up to 400 A during 14 

discharging [41]. As expected, the inverter line current RMS requirement is predominantly due to the additional microgrid 15 

reactive power requirement, commanded by the superimposed rule-based control strategy (cf. top left plot in Fig. 14). 16 

Finally, the power-plant estimated fuel consumption under the proposed energy management control strategy is compared to 17 
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the result obtained from generator field data (bottom plots in Fig. 14), which indicates there is a clear potential for fuel 1 

consumption reduction. Namely, fuel savings with respect to power-plant operation in the field are estimated to VF = 17.69 2 

m3 over the 30-day period. This corresponds to a 12.07% estimated fuel efficiency improvement for the particular simulation 3 

scenario including the proposed energy management strategy and battery ESS. 4 

Simulation results for the case of battery-intensive energy management strategy (with low- threshold equal to 0.4) are 5 

shown in Fig. 15. These results indicate that the peak apparent and active power delivery from the energy storage system 6 

may reach 0.8 MVA and 0.6 MW, respectively for the particular simulation scenario. This is primarily due to reduced 7 

requirement for bringing additional generators on-line related to aforementioned deeper battery discharge allowance, 8 

wherein the number of generator turn-on/turn-off events has been reduced to 66 (a 15% decrease compared to battery-9 

conservative strategy). The aforementioned battery-intensive strategy naturally results in deeper energy storage discharging, 10 

and larger state-of-charge and grid inverter DC voltage fluctuations, with state-of-charge and DC link voltage dropping to 11 

0.2 (20%) and 600 V, respectively in the extreme case observed in Fig. 15. Moreover, this strategy may also result in battery 12 

current overload (i.e. the 1 kA peak battery current is observed in this scenario), which may mandate battery system 13 

shutdown in order to prevent thermal damage. This reliance on the battery for prolonged grid active power delivery and 14 

related reduction of additional generator engagement has yielded a minor improvement in fuel efficiency when compared to 15 

battery-conservative strategy (0.21 m3 less fuel expended). However, the aforementioned 12.22% overall fuel efficiency 16 

improvement with respect to field data might not justify such “harsh” battery operating regimes which may shorten the 17 

battery life [40], especially when battery replacement costs are taken into account (see Section 4).  18 

 19 
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 1 

Figure 15. Grid inverter power delivery and comparative number of running generators, battery charging/discharging power 2 

demands, state-of-charge, terminal voltage and current rates, and fuel consumption results for battery-intensive energy 3 

management strategy. 4 

 5 

5.2. Assessment of financial gains and CO2 emissions reduction potentials 6 

The aforementioned simulated diesel fuel savings are used to estimate the possible return-of-investment period of the 7 

added battery energy storage system, and are also correlated with the corresponding carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions 8 

reductions. Since similar fuel expenditure results have been obtained for the two distinct energy management strategies 9 

analyzed above, battery-conservative strategy result is used in the assessment because this strategy is much less likely to 10 

incur additional battery replacement costs (when compared to battery-intensive ESS operation). 11 

The financial gain of ESS operation and related return-of investment period have been estimated based on the wholesale 12 

diesel fuel price for Croatia, which is estimated to 900 EUR/m3 by excluding the 25% VAT rate billed to the drilling 13 

contractor from the retail diesel fuel price obtained from [52]. Based on this, the cost savings associated with fuel 14 

expenditure reduction of 17.69 m3 over the observed 30-day period would amount to 15921 EUR. Furthermore, assuming 15 

continuous power-plant operation under similar load conditions, the projected ESS return-of-investment period TR 16 

(expressed in days of continuous operation) could be estimated based on ESS capital cost (175000 EUR) and operation and 17 
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maintenance annual costs (11400 EUR/year). The following simple expression could be used to obtain such a rough estimate 1 

of return-of-investment period: 2 
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where d is the power-plant duty ratio related to scheduled downtime due to maintenance and site-to-site transportation, while 4 

the operation and maintenance costs (11400 EUR/year) are included as annual fixed costs (modeled by rounding towards the 5 

ceiling value).  6 

By iteratively solving the above equation, the ideal ESS return-of-investment period TR is estimated to 352 days of 7 

continuous ESS operation (d = 1) under the assumption of similar drilling rig operating conditions. The return-of-investment 8 

periods obtained for different duty ratio values are given in Table 2. The results show that even in the case of 50% duty ratio, 9 

profitable operation should be reached within approximately 26 months, which is still nearly five times shorter than the 10 

anticipated battery system calendar life (10 years). 11 

 12 

Table 2. Battery ESS return-of-investment periods with respect to power-plant utilization (duty ratio). 13 

Power-plant duty ratio d 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 

Return-of-investment period TR [days] 414 466 533 621 788 
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It should be noted, however, that the above analysis did not include the influence of reduced generator utilization in 15 

terms of shorter cumulative time of operation. Namely, this might provide additional benefits in terms of diesel generator life 16 

extension due to reduced mechanical component wear, and related reduction in power-plant diesel generator maintenance 17 

and periodic overhaul costs.  18 

Finally, the drilling rig environmental impact improvement based on ESS utilization is assessed herein in terms of 19 

projected CO2 emissions reduction. For that purpose, a straightforward proportional relationship is used to determine the 20 

mass of carbon-dioxide mCO2 released into the atmosphere based on the diesel fuel expenditure VF [53]: 21 

]m[65.2]t[ 3
CO2 FVm  , (13) 22 

which yields the estimated emission reduction of 46.88 tons of CO2 for the estimated fuel expenditure reduction VF = 17.69 23 

m3 due to utilization of battery ESS and energy management strategy during the observed 30-day period.  24 

Under the near-idealistic assumption of battery ESS operation with duty ratio d = 0.9, and utilization of the proposed 25 

ESS-based energy management strategy under similar microgrid load conditions, simple linear extrapolation may yield the 26 

theoretical CO2 emission reduction upper bound of approximately 5130 t over the anticipated 10-year battery system 27 

lifetime. Naturally, accuracy of the above rather coarse CO2 emission estimates may be further improved by using a more 28 
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comprehensive diesel engine combustion-based emission model [54]. For the non-ideal combustion case the emission model 1 

may also incorporate partial combustion-related formation of carbon-monoxide, as shown in [55]. However, that is beyond 2 

the scope of this work.  3 

 4 

6. Conclusion 5 

The paper has presented the design of an energy management strategy for the oil drilling rig AC microgrid supplied 6 

from a diesel-engine power-plant. The strategy included the averaged microgrid load-based generator scheduling strategy 7 

and a power-plant active/reactive power flow control, and the peak shaving control system based on a suitably chosen 8 

battery energy storage system (ESS) equipped with appropriate charging/discharging controller. The energy management 9 

system design has been based on insights obtained by analyzing the drilling rig microgrid power flow field data, recorded 10 

over a 30-day period of drilling-intensive operations. These results indicated a clear potential for the reduction of number of 11 

generators supporting the microgrid, provided that peak loads would be covered from the suitably-sized energy storage 12 

system. A lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePO4) battery energy storage system equipped with appropriately sized grid-tied 13 

inverter has been parameterized for the required energy storage capacity and apparent grid power delivery, and overall 14 

battery ESS investment and operation/maintenance costs have been estimated based on available literature. 15 

The effectiveness of the proposed energy management control strategy has been verified by means of simulations 16 

utilizing realistic drilling rig microgrid power profiles based on field data as simulation inputs, and it has also been compared 17 

with power-plant management practices currently implemented in the field. The comparative results have indicated a clear 18 

fuel efficiency improvement potential of the hybrid (ESS-based) power-plant energy management control strategy, 19 

amounting to 12% fuel expenditure reduction compared to the conventionally operated power-plant. The battery ESS return-20 

of-investment period has been estimated to between one and two years depending on the power-plant utilization (duty ratio), 21 

which, in the latter case, represents 20% of the anticipated battery ESS calendar life. Based on the aforementioned fuels 22 

savings estimates, a notable CO2 emissions reduction potential has also been identified, with projected cutback of CO2 23 

atmospheric release possibly reaching 5000 t for a single land-based drilling rig over the anticipated battery ESS useful 24 

service life. 25 

Future work is going to be aimed towards collecting and analyzing of a more comprehensive drilling rig microgrid data 26 

set covering the whole span of drilling rig operation from the start of the drilling process to well completion, and 27 

comprehensive statistical analysis of thus obtained data. The additional experimental data may then be used as a basis for a 28 

more comprehensive assessment of energy storage system requirements, as well as implementation of different off-line 29 

optimization procedures aimed at diesel power-plant fuel efficiency improvement, and related developments of real-time 30 

optimal control strategies for such a hybridized drilling rig microgrid and their comparison to rule-based control. 31 
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Appendix A: Adaptive Kalman filter for real-time field data averaging 1 

The design of adaptive Kalman filter for the purpose of real-time power data averaging is based on the following 2 

stochastic second-order random-walk model [37] of power data variations, given in the following state-space form: 3 
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with the state vector defined as  Txx x  (and x corresponding to active, reactive or apparent power estimates),  =  5 

[x  xd]
T and e being the anticipated variances of stochastic state perturbations and measurement noise, respectively, and y 6 

being the model output (measurement), and system matrices F, H and  defined as follows (T is estimator sampling time): 7 
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Since the stochastic state perturbations vx and vxd, and the measurement noise e are assumed to be mutually independent, 9 

the state perturbation covariance matrix Q and the noise variance r are also independent: 10 
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where individual variance terms represent tuning parameters of the adaptive Kalman filter-based state estimator, whose 12 

block diagram is shown in Fig. 16. The proposed adaptive estimator incorporates the deterministic part of the state-space 13 

process model (14), and optimal gain calculation based on the anticipated properties of the stochastic perturbations within 14 

the model (so-called Ricatti matrix equations for gain vector update K) [37]. 15 

 16 

 17 

Figure 16. Block diagram representation of adaptive Kalman filter for power data averaging. 18 

 19 

In order to facilitate fast estimator response in the case of large-magnitude power measurement variations, while 20 

maintaining favorable estimator noise suppression ability in the steady state (i.e. during low-magnitude power fluctuation 21 

intervals), the basic Kalman filter is augmented with an adaptation mechanism based on squared estimator prediction error: 22 

)1( 2
0  ad QQ , (17) 23 
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where ad is the squared prediction error weighting factor. In this way, coefficients of the state perturbation matrix Q are 1 

increased proportionally to prediction error variations from the low values (matrix Q0) used in tuning the low-gain (non-2 

adaptive) Kalman filter aimed at suppressing the estimator output y perturbations during quasi-steady-state intervals.  3 

Figure 17 illustrates the effectiveness of averaging of drilling apparent power data by means of adaptive estimator 4 

implemented with original sampling time (T = 5 s). Estimator tuning has been carried out sequentially [56], i.e. the non-5 

adaptive part of the estimator has been tuned first (through matrix Q0 choice), followed by adaptation mechanism (scaling 6 

factor ad) tuning. The results show that in the case of notable power measurement fluctuations, the increase of estimator 7 

prediction error results in notable Kalman filter gains increase (illustrated by normalized gain vector Euclidean norm |K|). 8 

This, in turn, improves the averaged power tracking ability during highly-perturbed grid power profiles and large-magnitude 9 

transients. On the other hand, during quasi-steady-state intervals (characterized by low perturbation levels), the adaptive 10 

estimator is characterized by low gains, and behaves similarly to the non-adaptive estimator tuned for favorable suppression 11 

of perturbations in the averaged power estimate.  12 

 13 

 14 

Figure 17. Illustration of effectiveness of adaptive Kalman filter-based power data averaging. 15 

 16 

Appendix B: Battery model linearization and state-of-charge controller design 17 

A brief derivation of the linearized battery power flow model is presented herein, aimed at designing a linear 18 

proportional (P) controller of battery state-of-charge presented in Section 4. 19 

B.1. Battery power flow model linearization 20 

For the purpose of state-of-charge controller design, the nonlinear battery model from equation (11) is linearized in the 21 

vicinity of the battery operating point (0, Pb0) by a first-order Taylor expansion: 22 
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where  =  – 0 and Pb = Pb – Pb0 correspond to state-of-charge and battery power small-scale perturbations within 1 

model (18). For the sake of convenience, the above model may be rewritten in the following first-order lag term form: 2 

bp PKb   . (19) 3 

where the linearized model parameters (damping parameter b and gain Kp) are given as follows: 4 
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For the considered LiFePO4 battery (see Fig. 9), the aforementioned linearized model parameter maps are shown in Fig. 7 

18. Linearized model parameter variations are not emphasized, especially in the case of damping parameter b, which takes 8 

on rather small (near-zero) values. In particular, the LiFePO4 battery open-circuit voltage Uoc and internal resistance Rs 9 

changes are only emphasized for fully-charged (0  100%) and deeply discharged battery (0  0). Hence, the dominant 10 

battery charging dynamics could be approximated by a pure integral action under most operating regimes: 11 





0

dtPK bp . (22) 12 

Moreover, in the case of battery idling (Pb  0), the above model is characterized by the following gain parameter: 13 
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 , (23) 14 

which corresponds to battery model maximum absolute gain value max(|Kp|) encountered during charging process (see left-15 

hand-side plot in Fig. 18). Hence, this value should provide a robust battery state-of-charge controller tuning. 16 

 17 

 18 

Figure 18. Battery linearized model parameter maps for anticipated range of charging operating regimes. 19 



 36

B.2. Charging controller design 1 

For an integral-type battery process model (22), a proportional type (P) controller is sufficient to achieve steady-state 2 

accuracy of state-of-charge control. Figure 19 shows the block diagram of state-of-charge control system based on the 3 

linearized battery model (19), which also includes the equivalent delay T = TL + Tf + Ts/2 due to grid inverter response lag 4 

(TL), state-of-charge measurement lag (Tf) and sampling (Ts/2) in the case of discrete-time (digital) controller [57], and in the 5 

general case, a small-valued damping term b (dotted path in Fig. 19). Based on the block diagram in Fig. 19, the following 6 

closed-loop Laplacé s-domain transfer function model is obtained: 7 
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which can be simplified by neglecting the aforementioned rather small-valued damping factor b: 9 
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The state-of-charge controller is tuned by matching the coefficients of the closed-loop transfer function (25) with the 11 

prototype second-order model transfer function: 12 
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characterized by the damping ratio n and bandwidth n. By equating the coefficients of characteristic polynomials in 14 

equations (25) and (26) following expressions for the controller gain K and closed-loop bandwidth n are obtained: 15 
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Since the charging controller should avoid response overshoot (i.e. in order to prevent entering discharging mode), the 18 

damping ratio n should be chosen larger or equal to unit value (n  1). This yields the following inequality relationship for 19 

the proportional controller gain absolute value which guarantees overshoot-free closed-loop behavior: 20 
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 23 

Figure 19. Block diagram of linearized battery state-of-charge control loop. 24 
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